Modern software is often constructed using "spiral specification"; i.e 
Introduction
How hard is our software to specify? Any experienced analyst has horror stories of spaghetti requirements that were fiendishly hard to untangle. Should we routinely expect such horrid cases to be the normal case'? In the usual case, just how difficult will it be to to specify our software?
One might expect that as modern software systems grow more and more complex, that it will get harder and harder to specify. For example consider the complexities of specifying a modern distributed information system such as the Teleservices and Remote Medical Care System, or TRMCS' . Patients using TRMCS live at home and use automatic monitoring equipment to watch over their condition. In an emergency, patients, or the family or patients, or even the monitors themselves can download patient data to doc-' tors based at medical centers via standard internet lines.
Systems like TRMCS can't be built assuming that every requirement is pre-specified in the requirements phase. Rather, such software must be built in an iterative manner using something like Boehm's spiral model of software development [ l] . In the spiral model, version I + l of the system is generated after carefully evaluating a running version
I .
This paper uses the term "spiral specification" to refer to the iterative revisions seen in system specifications as it moves through the spiral model. As with the spiral model, the I + 1 version of the specification will be generated based on issues seen in a running version I . Mathematically, it will be shown below that TRMCS spiral specification contains NP-complete sub-tasks. In the view of traditional computer science, such tasks are fundamentally intractable and only solvable using incomplete and approximate methods that may be undependable [24] . Hence, we might routinely expect that spiral specification will be performed very poorly.
Contrary to this standard view, this paper's conclusion is very optimistic about our ability to perform high quality TRMCS spiral specification. It will be shown that within highly reachability systems, many of issues within a specification can be extracted using a small number of non-shallow randomized probes That is,while in theory TRMCS-like spiral specification is theoretically very hard, it need not be very hard in practice.
The rest of this paper lists the sub-tasks we see in TRMCS-like spiral specification and shows that those tasks are NP-complete. Next, we present experimental and theoretical evidence that we may often assume that our system is highly reachable. Assuming high reachability, we can apply a new style of cost-effective minimal analysis. In this new minimal style, when faced with uncertainty or specification issues, analysts can quickly explore their systems for a limited time using a randomized search engine. Assuming high reachability, then such a randomized search should quickly discover all the important features of that specification.
Some Sub-Tasks of Spiral Specification
We will infer the complexity of spiral specification from the analysis of its sub-tasks. This section lists some of those sub-tasks. This list is hardly complete but TRMCS-style spiral specification is at least as hard as the sum of the complexity of the following sub-tasks.
In spiral specification, the next version of the system is created via experience with the current version. The more we can exercise the current version, the more issues we can see and the more we can improve it. Hence, the complexity of the runtime tasks of TRMCS contributes to the complexity of watching and improving the system. Three such runtime sub-tasks within TRMCS are diagnosis, planning, and monitoring. Diagnosis tools are required to define treatment regimes for sick patients. TRMCS will also need to generate multiple alternate plans. Such multiple plans are required to find the most cost-effective method for delivering health care. Once a plan is selected, we need to monitor that plan. When new data arrives from the patient's monitoring equipment, we need to always check that our current plan is not invalidated by some new circumstance. For example, an elevated temperature might imply an new infection that requires different antibiotics.
TRMCS specification could well require reasoning in the presence of inconsistencies. With the spiral approach, specifications may not be written by a single author at a single time. Hence, the odds of new specs contradictory existing specs is non-zero. In fact, we can almost guarantee that TRMCS specifications will contain contradictions due to the competing aspects of the system: 0 Family members may seek to maximize the amount of monitoring equipment while patients may seek to minimize the expense of their illness to their family. The TRMCS medical centers who, according the current specification, must compete to service medical emergencies. Competitions must be judged and the judging critieria will probably be keenly debated, 0 The treatments proposed by the medical centers must maximize for patient health while minimizing the required health resources such as unnecessary calls to ambulance services, the prescription of overly expensive drugs, or the the use of inappropriate surgical procedures.
Proponents of formal logics such as van Lamsweerde [25] argue that inconsistencies should be removed once detected. Proponents of non-standard logics such as Nuseibeh argue convincingly that we should retain our consistencies since they record the differences between our stakeholders [ 181.
The premature resolution and removal of inconsistencies can alienate a stakeholder group [7] Further, without access to the requirements of a particular stakeholder group, inappropriate future design decisions could be made. Safety critical systems such as TRMCS require validation. TRMCS must meet certain certifications standards such as 24x7 availability, real time response rates, monitoring accuracy of the equipment, ensuring that at least one medical center will service the emergency, and assessing the quality of care offered by each center. Further, in the TRMCS case, such certifications must be made for a system that may:
Be only a partial prototype of the full system; Include cost cutting heuristics and artificially intelligent diagnosis algorithms; Change when patients require different levels of monitoring (e.g. they are diagnosed with new diseases) or buy new equipment, when a new treatment becomes available, or when the specification changes.
Analyzing Sub-Task Complexity
The complexity of TRMCS-style spiral specification is at least as complex as the complexity of the sub-tasks of diagnosis, planning, reasoning in the presence of inconsistencies, and validation. This section explores the complexity of these sub-tasks and, hence, of spiral specification.
To compute the complexity of diagnosis, planning, etc, we map these tasks into logical abduction. Abduction belongs to the NP-complete class of tasks and, hence, so to does spiraI specification.
This mapping from spiral specification to the NPcomplete tasks leads a very negative result concerning the complexity of spiral specification; i.e. it is as fundamentally intractable as every other NP-complete task. The rest of this section defines abduction and NP-completeness, and maps our sub-tasks to abduction.
Note that our sequel will reverse this pessimism of this proof of NP-completeness.
Introducing Abduction
Logical abduction can support the sub-tasks of TRMCSstyle spiral specification described above. Abduction is often informally defined as inference to the best explanation [19] . This definition often leads to the mistaken belief that abduction is only useful for explanation. This is not correct. Dozens of applications of abduction are listed in [lo, 121. For a specific discussion on the applications of TRMCS, see below.
Abductive inference builds a world of belief Wi from a theory T :
The world Wi makes assumptions Ai that allow us to achieve some goals G:
While the theory Ti may contain inconsistencies, the generated world must not:
That is, a world Wi is the useful part of a theory T which, when combined with assumptions Ai, lead to some goal G (Formula 2) without causing any contradictions (Formula 3).
If multiple such worlds exist, then a domain specific BEST operator is used to return the preferred world(s).
Abduction can reason in the presence of inconsistencies. It does this by finding the consistent islands within a theory containing inconsistencies. This is a useful tool for (e.g.) exploring conflicts between competing stakeholders. Suppose we know who wrote each portion of a specification. Significant conflicts between users can be detected when different people's ideas end up in different worlds of belief. These conflicts can then be negotiated by focusing on the key conflicting assumptions that split the worlds. Disputes between feuding users can be adjudicated as follows:
Focus only on the key disputes that divide the worlds; 0 Declare that the winning user offers theories which build worlds that can explain most of the desired behavior [ 16,261.
Abduction also support validation, diagnosis, planning, and monitoring:
Abductive validation asks the question "What is the maximum percentage of knowddesired behavior that can be explained by some theory?" This can be implemented using a BEST that favors worlds with the largest intersection to some output goal set. Abductive validation has found previously undetected faults in theories containing inconsistencies; e.g. qualitative theories of neuroendocrinology [ 1 1,13, 141.
0 Many different approaches to diagnosis have previously been mapped to a single abductive procedure (see the discussion in [SI). For example, minimal fault diagnosis can be implemented using a BEST that favors worlds with the fewest possible inputs and the most known goals [20] . Abductive planning uses a BEST that favors worlds with the most goals and the least total cost (e.g. least number of surgical interventions).
0 Abductive monitoring means caching the worlds generated by abductive planning, then deleting any world whose assumptions contradict any newly arriving data. Whatever worlds remain in the cache represent the space of possible futures known to the system.
NP-complete Tasks
Abduction can be mapped to a class of tasks known as the NP-complete tasks. No fast and complete algorithm has been found for the NP-complete tasks, despite decades of research. Therefore, by showing a connection from spiral specification to NP-complete tasks, we also have a strong theoretical reason for doubting our ability to reasoning thoroughly during the spiral specification process. The rest of this section shows that abduction is NP-complete Problems are proved to be NP-complete if we can reduce (i.e. transform) that problem quickly (i.e. polynomial time) to a known NP-complete problem. Such NPcomplete problem can be solved by non-deterministic algorithm which may find an answer slowly (in exponential time, worst case) but the solution can be verified quickly (in polynomial time). The upper bound on the runtime of NP-complete tasks is exponential on problem size. Moore's Law tells that computers are speeding up at an exponential rate. However, this speed up is far too slow to catch up with the worst case exponential runtimes of NP-complete tasks. Hence, in the view of standard computer science, if a problem is NP-complete then the best we can hope for is approximate solutions of indeterminable quality.
We can reduce abduction to an NP-complete tasks using a simple result from 1976 (for other reductions, see [3, 21] ). Gabow et.al. [8] showed that building pathways across programs with impossible pairs (e.g. some boolean and its negation) is NP-complete for all but the simplest programs2. Abduction can be mapped to building pathways across programs with impossible pairs. Consider the case of testing Formula 2 and Formula 3 using a proof procedure that builds proof trees across logical rules. Rules can share terms; e.g. a post-condition in one rule may be found in the pre-condition of another rule. This sharing of terms can be viewed as a directed graph; e.g. Figure 1 . Note the "noedges" in Figure 1 : our rules contain terms that may contradict other terms. These no-edges are pairs of incompatible nodes; i.e. the Gabow pre-condition for NP-completeness. Any procedure that builds a proof tree across Figure 1 (e.g. to demonstrate Formula 2) which must continually test for these forbidden pairs (e.g. to demonstrate Formula 3) is hence NP-complete.
* A program is very simple if it is very small, or it is a simple tree, or it has a dependency networks with out degree _< 1. Since spiral specification sub-tasks have an abductive mapping, and abduction is an NP-complete task, then spiral specification is NP-complete. That is, in the traditional view of complexity theory, spiral specification is fundamentally intractable and only possible using incomplete, approximate methods that can be undependable. Hence, in the traditional view, we would routinely expect spiral specification to always be performed very poorly.
Searching an Indeterminate Space
This section is an antidote to the pessimism offered above. Empirical and theoretical results strongly suggest that, in the usual case, randomized searching of this space of incompatibilities is not as hard as suggested by Gabow et.al. This result will suggest a new minimal style of specification analysis. In this new style, when faced with uncertainty or specification issues, analysts can quickly explore their systems for a limited time using a randomized search engine.
Empirical Results
A curious experimental result is that theoretically slow NP-complete tasks can be completed adequately in a very short time. This section describes some of those experiments. The next section argues that these experiments demonstrate a general principle; i.e. NP-complete tasks such as spriral specification can be performed adequately and quickly using using randomized search. Figure 2 shows Crawford and Baker's comparison of a standard depth first search backtracking algorithm (TABLEAU) to a randomized search theorem prover (ISAMP) [6] . Figure 3 describes how ISAMP randomly assigns a value to one variable, then infers some consequences using a fast forward chainer. After forward chaining, if incomparable conclusions were reached, ISAMP reassigns all the variables and tries again (giving up after MAX-TRIES number of times). Otherwise, ISAMP continues looping till all variables are assigned. When implemented, Crawford and Baker found that ISAMP took less time than TABLEAU to reach more scheduling solutions using, usually, just a small number of T R I E S .
Experiments with randomized abductive world generation showed that exploring a few worlds returned nearly as much information as a rigorous exploration of all worlds. The HTO abductive algorithm [ 171 in Figure 4 just returns the first world it randomly finds using the process described in Figure 5 . In contrast to HTO, HT4 [l 13 carefully constructs every possible world. HT4's runtimes were observed tions made when trying to proving goal i must not contradict the assumptions made when proving goals 1 . . . (i -1) . During the proof of goal i, when processing a set of goals in a disjunction or a conjunction, the order of the processing is selected randomly. If a proof of goal i fails, the system does not backtrack to retry one of goal 1 . . . (i -1) . Instead, HTO lowers a weight associated with goal i and moves on to try goal i + 1. When HTO has finished with all the goals, it wipes all the assumptions, sorts the goal list according to the adjusted weights, then tries to prove them all again.
% Assuming that an object 0 ' s attribute A is X % is legal if this assumption does not conflict % with previous assumptions. Otherwise, make 8 assume that O.A=X but remove it if ever we % backtrack to this point.
A of 0 is X : -a(A,O,Old) , ! , Old = X.
A of 0 is X : -assert(a (A,O,X) ).
A of 0 is X : -retract(a (A,O,X) ), fail.
% N times, zap assumptions, try the goal list htO(O,-) : -! .
htO (NO, GO) : - retractall (a(-,-,-) ), % Goals with lower weights are tried first sort (GO, G1) , maplist(prove,Gl,G),
% Lower/raise a goal's weight by a % random amount if it fails/works respectively. prove(In/Goal,Out/Goal) : -X is 1 + random(10A3)/10^6, (call(Goa1) -z Out is In+X; Out is In-X).
% E.g: 5 times, random search for "sad" or "rich" to be exponential: 0 ( 2 N ) . We should expect such exponential runtimes from algorithms performing NP-complete tasks such as abduction. Surprisingly, the random search of HTO performs nearly as well as the more thorough HT4 algorithm. Further, when running on the same problems as HT4, HTO's runtimes were observed to be much faster ( U ( N 2 ) : see Figure 6 ). In the region where the two algorithms terminated on the same problems, HTO found worlds that covered 98% of the outputs found in the HT4 belief sets. In other experiments with an earlier version of HTO, Menzies, Easterbrook, Nuseibeh and Waugh compared how arguments resolve within a specification [16] . HTO style reasoning was used to find one argument resolution, picked at random. These results were compared to resolutions generated from the all-worlds search of HT4. The average difference between the two searches was less than 6%. The adequacy of randomized search has also been seen in extensive empirical studies by the constraint satisfaction community; e.g. [4, 9, 23] . Searching a space of conflicting constrains is NP-complete and therefore theoretically very slow. However, experience shows that such NP-complete tasks are only truly slow in very narrow regions. For example, Figure 7 shows the number of times a particular NP-complete algorithm hits a dead end and has to backtrack. Outside of a narrow zone, the algorithm could terminate quickly without extensive backtracking. The slow zone corresponds to the phase transition zone between an under constrained zone and a over constrained zone. In the over constrained zones, the odds of finding a solution are very low. Further, if the over constraints are very tight, we can quickly discover that no solution exists since our searches are all quickly blocked. Figure 7 is over constrained above X = 6. In an under constrained problem, the odds of find a solution is very high since many solutions exist. ure 7 is under constrained below X = 5. Note that under constrained problems can be solved by simple methods and over constrained problems can't be solved by any method3 Hence, for problems outside the phase transition zone, simple search engines can solve problems. For example, a random initial selection of variables, following by some cheap inferencing , is often used; e.g. ISAMP, HTO, and GSAT [22] . GSAT has proved theorems in knowledge bases one to two orders of magnitude bigger than ever done before.
Theoretical Results
The above case studies suggest the average cost of Formula 3 is far less than the worst case cost. If this was a general result, then software project managers would have greater confidence in the practicality of TRMCS-like spiral specification. This section explores this issue of generality and makes the following counter-intuitive conclusion:
On average, a few randomly selected abductions will find most of the reachable features of a theory, even in theories containing inconsistencies.
With Cukic and Singh, I have built an average case reachability model that finds the average probability of reaching a random node in a dependency graph, given "in" number of randomly selected inputs [ 151. This reachability model is a virtual machine for abduction. That is, from 3Exception: if certain constraints are not hard constraints, (i.e. they can be relaxed) then some kind of over constrained problems can be solved [Z] .
In terms of Figure 7 , such relax-able constraints would drive a problem into the solvable zone. a space of possibly contradictory ideas, reachability theory finds the average odds of reaching some goal without causing contradictions; i.e. Formula 2 and Formula 3.
Dependency graphs can be generated from many systems; e.g.
0 Figure 1 showed is a random beta variable with mean a n d f p and range 0 5 / 3 5 1. And-nodes are reached at height j via one parent at height i = j -1 and all others at height:
so 0 5 i 5 ( j -1). Note that as depth decreases, and-nodes find their pre-conditions closer and closer to the inputs.
The probability P[jIand of reaching an and-node at height j > 0 is the probability that one of its parents is reached at height j -1 and the rest are reached at height 1..(j -1); i.e.
Or-nodes are reached at height j via one parent at height i = j -1. The probability P[jl0, of reaching an or-node at height j > 0 is the probability of not missing any of its parents; i.e. A simulation of the above system of equations is around 200 lines of Prolog. This model can be executed to generate P [ j ] . From this figure, we find the number of tests N required to be C = 99% percent certain of reaching a random node in a dependency graph using randomly selected inputs. N randomly selected inputs has certainty
of reaching a node in dependency graph. Hence, The above model was run for a wide range of the above parameters; e.g. up to 10' nodes, up to 1000 inputs, up to 100 time ticks, wildly varying the frequency and skew of and-nodes, or-nodes, and no-edges, etc. The frequency distribution of the calculated N values is shown in Figure 8 divided according to the j (proof height) value.
The simulation results shows that much of the reachable parts of a system can be reached very quickly using randomized probing. After searching into a theory for more than a shallow depth (e.g. j 2 50), nearly half the nodes can be reached with probability of 99% using less than 100 randomly selected inputs. Further, tens to hundreds of thousands of randomly selected inputs will reach nearly all the nodes. Note that these runs can be performed in parallel.
Given that the standard desktop machine is now a 50OMHz box, then in many situations, organizations can perform enough random inputs to implement Formula 3.
What is surprising about this result is that it holds for supposedly exponentially slow NP-complete tasks like spiral specification. Recall that in this model, we search across a dependency graph contains no-edges. These no-edges connect incompatiable pairs of nodes. The Gabow et.al. result suggests that buidling a proof tree across this dependency graph should be very slow (since that task is NPcomplete). However, on the contrary, the simulation results from the model show that randomized search can very quickly reach all that can be reached even for this NPcomplete task.
Discussion
If we manually true to understand all parts of a complex specifications, much of their intricacy will escape us. In the case of the TRMCS system, that understanding implies performing the sub-tasks of reasoning in the presence of inconsistencies, validation, diagnosis, planning, monitoring, and validation. This sub-tasks belong to a class of tasks which, in the worst case, is intractable.
However, if we automatically explore complex specifications using randomized probes, then on average we will find out most of what can be found within those specifications. This is a counter intuitive result (to say the least!). Our pre-experimental intuition was that searching a complex space containing inconsistencies would be very hard indeed. However, if thoroughly exploring all the consequences of inconsistencies in a theory were as hard as predicted by the theory of NP-completeness, then we should expect systems like ISAMP, GSAT, and HTO to perform very poorly. They don't. Hence, a small number of random searches around inconsistent theories will sample that system as well as some other non-random strategy.
This suggests a new style of specification analysis. After some initial manual tinkering, analysts should connect some machine readable form the specifications to a Monte Carlo simulator (which can generate random inputs) or a random search engine like HTO (which can perturb the internal execution of the system in many different directions). Such randomized search procedures should reveal most of what can be revealed, even in complex specifications.
